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Politica ed economia 2001

published in 1998 was the italian communist party pci a typical social democratic party in tune with the programmatic principles of the
second international what is the appropriate context within which the strategies of historic compromise and eurocommunism in the 1970s
can be analyzed and understood in what form and to what extent has the process of european integration and the crisis of keynesianism
contributed to the transformation of the party in 1989 91 what caused the collapse of the ruling political class of the first italian
republic why did the transformed pci the pds democratic party of the left fail to lead the transition to the second italian republic between
1992 and 1996 is there any link between the party s historical factions and the current divisions in the italian left is it possible to theorize
and speculate upon these divisions italy europe the left seeks to answer these questions debating conventional views and examining the
extent to which the end of the cold war has contributed to a redefinition of the left s identity in italy and europe the exemplary
methodological framework and the wider european perspective adopted throughout make the book an indispensable reading in the field of
italian and european politics

Scritti. Politica ed economia 1898

originally published in 1985 frederic c lane and reinhold c mueller in the first volume of money and banking in medieval and renaissance venice
discuss venice s economic achievement in terms of the complex system the city s inhabitants developed to manage moneys of account and coins
money merchants of venice developed a system whereby a premium attached to moneys of account acted as a stabilizing force and allowed
merchants to engage in long term trade this system according to the authors helped establish venice as a dominant city state in
international trade and exchange this book outlines the development and success of this system through 1508 at the time it was first
published this book made a significant contribution to the history of money and economics by underscoring the large role that venice played in
the economic history of the west and the ascendance of capitalism as a structuring force of society

Politica ed economia vol. 1-2: Proviamoci con 2009

this detailed volume explores the role and actions of economists in us japanese and various european parliaments in the critical period
between 1848 and 1920 featuring chapters written by an international array of contributors from both economics and history the book
provides fascinating insights into the parliamentary life in the period it highlights the often pivotal role of economists within each
administration examines their influence on policy making their relationships with other mps civil servants external economic associations and
looks at the influence of public opinion on economic policy the book also discusses the nature of the economic discourse practised in the
parliamentary arena considering the complex relationships between science and practice and between politics and political economy in light of
the evolution of economics during this period the book is the first of its kind to provide a comparative framework for analysis and will
appeal to economists and historians alike

Scritti di Giuseppe Mazzini 2020-09-28

this collection brings together significant new contributions to the sraffa based theories of production and distribution from post keynesian
arguments concerning monetary and macro economics to the history of thought and methodology all of the authors are well established
authorities in their field and in this book they add stimulating and original pieces of analysis to the contemporary literature production
distribution and trade is divided into three parts the first explores analytical issues in production and exchange theory the second examines
postkeynesian macroeconomics and the final part includes essays on the history of economic thought and methodology this collection has
been written in honour of sergio parrinello and is a fitting tribute to his untiring efforts to stimulate discussion among classicists marxists
postkeynesians and evolutionists the book is a clear and convincing attempt to prove that an alternative paradigm to mainstream economics
is alive and thriving and to argue that these perspectives shed better light on current economic problems both as diagnosis and in terms of
policy conclusions the book will be of interest to economics postgraduate students and researchers working in the classical and
postkeynesian tradition

Italy, Europe, The Left 2018-12-20

this collection brings together leading economists from around the world to explore key issues in economic analysis and the history of
economic thought this book deals with important themes in economics in terms of an approach that has its roots in the works of the
classical economists from adam smith to david ricardo the chapters have been inspired by the work of neri salvadori who has made key
contributions in various areas including the theory of production the theory of value and distribution the theory of economic growth as
well as the theory of renewable and deplorable natural resources the main themes in this book include production value and distribution
endogenous economic growth renewable and exhaustible natural resources capital and profits oligopolistic competition effective demand
and capacity utilization financial regulation and themes in the history of economic analysis several of the contributions are closely related
to the works of neri salvadori this is demonstrated with respect to important contemporary topics including the sources of economic
growth the role of exhaustible resources in economic development the reduction and disposal of waste the redistribution of income and
wealth and the regulation of an inherently unstable financial sector all contributions are brand new original and concise written by leading
exponents in their field of expertise together this volume represents an invaluable contribution to economic analysis and the history of
economic thought this book is suitable for those who study economic theory and its history political economy as well as philosophy

Money and Banking in Medieval and Renaissance Venice 2020-03-24

die festschrift soziologische jurisprudenz stellt sich sowohl im inhalt als auch in der form in die tradition der arbeiten von gunther teubner die
beitr�ge lassen sich auf seine leitperspektive ein indem sie die grenzbeziehungen von recht und gesellschaft mit je eigenst�ndigen akzentuierungen
reflektieren

Economists in Parliament in the Liberal Age 2017-05-15

a financial times best book of the year a must read with key lessons for the future thomas piketty a groundbreaking examination of austerity
s dark intellectual origins for more than a century governments facing financial crisis have resorted to the economic policies of austerity
cuts to wages fiscal spending and public benefits as a path to solvency while these policies have been successful in appeasing creditors they
ve had devastating effects on social and economic welfare in countries all over the world today as austerity remains a favored policy
among troubled states an important question remains what if solvency was never really the goal in the capital order political economist
clara e mattei explores the intellectual origins of austerity to uncover its originating motives the protection of capital and indeed
capitalism in times of social upheaval from below mattei traces modern austerity to its origins in interwar britain and italy revealing how
the threat of working class power in the years after world war i animated a set of top down economic policies that elevated owners
smothered workers and imposed a rigid economic hierarchy across their societies where these policies succeeded relatively speaking was in their
enrichment of certain parties including employers and foreign trade interests who accumulated power and capital at the expense of labor here
mattei argues is where the true value of austerity can be observed its insulation of entrenched privilege and its elimination of all
alternatives to capitalism drawing on newly uncovered archival material from britain and italy much of it translated for the first time the
capital order offers a damning and essential new account of the rise of austerity and of modern economics at the levers of contemporary
political power



Production, Distribution and Trade 2010-06-30

since the late 1980s the lega nord has broken the mould of italian politics federalist secessionist populist it has succeeded in mobilizing the
entrepreneurial class of northern italy in a campaign against the italian state in 1996 it launched the idea of panadia a separate northern
italian nation this proved to be a step too far but the lega remains a political force to be reckoned with and has propelled the northern
question on to the national stage

Economic Theory and its History 2016-01-29

this essential book fills a serious gap in the field by synthesizing modern italian history and placing it in a fully european context emphasizing
globalization italy traces the country s transformation from a land of emigration to one of immigration and its growing cultural
importance including coverage of the april 2008 elections this updated edition offers expanded examinations of contemporary italy s
economic social and cultural development a deepened discussion on immigration and four new biographical sketches author spencer m di scala
discusses the role of women gives ample attention to the italian south and provides a picture of how ordinary italians live cast in a clear
and lively style that will appeal to readers this comprehensive account is an indispensable addition to the field

Soziologische Jurisprudenz 2009

with chapters on theatre and opera architecture and urban planning the medieval revival and the rediscovery of the etruscan and roman past
the politics of culture in liberal italy analyzes italians changing relationship to their new nation state and the monarchy the conflicts
between the peninsula s ancient elites and the rising middle class and the emergence of new belief systems and of scientific responses to the
experience of modernity

The Capital Order 2022-11-17

a handbook of industrial districts is a very well organized and structured collection of scientific works on the theory of industrial
districts roberta capello regional studies in this comprehensive original reference work the editors have brought together an unrivalled
group of distinguished scholars and practitioners to comment on the historical and contemporary role of industrial districts

The Lega Nord and the Politics of Secession in Italy 2001-11-07

the financial crisis of 2008 has revived interest in economic scholarship from a historical perspective the most in depth studies of the
relationship between economics and history can be found in the work of the so called german historical school ghs the influence of the ghs in
the usa and britain has been well documented but far less has been written on the rest of europe this volume studies the interconnection
between economic thought and economic policy from the mid nineteenth century to the interwar period it examines how the school s ideas
spread and was interpreted in different european countries between 1850 and 1930 analysing its legacies in these countries in doing so the
book is able to trace the interconnection between economic thought and economic policy adding new voices to the debate on the diffusion of
ideas and flow of knowledge this book identifies issues related to topics such as nationalism and cosmopolitanism in the history of ideas and
clarifies themes in policy making that are still currently debated these include monetary policy and benefits of free trade for all parties
involved in international exchanges this book will be of a great interest to those who study history of economic thought economic theory
and political economy

Italy, Society in Crisis, Society in Transformation 1981

the experience of exiles was fundamental for shaping italian national identity risorgimento in exile investigates the contribution to italian
nationalism made by the numerous patriots who were forced to live in exile following failed revolutions in the italian states examining the
writings of such exiles maurizio isabella challenges recent historiography regarding the lack of genuine liberal culture in the risorgimento he
argues that these �migr�s involvement in debates with british continental and american intellectuals points to the emergence of liberalism
and romanticism as international ideologies shared by a community of patriots that stretched from europe to latin america risorgimento in
exile represents the first effort to place italian patriotism in a broad international framework revealing the importance and originality of
the italian contribution to european anglophilia and philhellenism and to transatlantic debates on federalism in doing so it demonstrates
that the risorgimento first developed as a variation upon such global trends

Italy 2018-04-17

globalization accelerated by information technologies has increased the speed of business transactions and has reduced the distances
between international businesses this growth has transformed the realm of foreign investment in countries around the world calling for a
methodological approach to planning feasible capital investment proposals in general and foreign direct investment projects foreign direct
investments concepts methodologies tools and applications is a vital reference source that explores the importance of global stocks to
economic structures and explores the effects that these holdings have on the financial status of nations it also provides a systems
approach to investment projects in a globalized and open society highlighting a range of topics such as foreign direct investors risk analysis
and sourcing strategies this multi volume book is ideally designed for business managers executives international companies entrepreneurs
researchers academicians graduate students policymakers investors and project managers

Politics of Culture in Liberal Italy 2008-08-18

the book examines the experiences of black women in italy from the 1970s to the 1990s although italy is still perceived as a recent
immigration country the book demonstrates how black women were among the first groups of new migrants to the country black women
migrating to italy were employed almost exclusively as live in domestic workers and detailed attention is paid to the history and political
organization of this sector unlike much published work in italian this book adopts an integrated form of analysis where gender ethnicity and
class are seen to be interconnected constructs the book also situates black women within the framework of the national constituency of
gender this approach challenges the ideology surrounding the italian family and demonstrates that while live in domestic work created
specific forms of social marginality for black women it paradoxically allowed italian women to express their new social identities within
and outside the family the book concludes that italian women have largely failed in their attempts to transform the division of labour
within the home and that the decision to employ other migrant women to fulfill household tasks is a trend which sits uneasily within the
framework of an inclusive feminist project for women

A Handbook of Industrial Districts 2014-05-14

nelson fausto the greek myth of prometheus with its picture of a vulture feasting on its chained victimhas traditionallyprovided a
visualimageofliverregeneration itis apowerful and frightening representationbut ifone were to substitute the vulture by a surgeon and
prometheus by a patient laying on a properly prepared operating table the outcomeoftheprocedurewould not differ significantlyfrom that
describedbygreek poets yet few of us who work in the field have stopped long enough to ask where this myth originated did the poet observe a
case of liver regeneration in a human being was it brilliant intuition or perhaps literally just a gut feeling of a poet looking for good rhymes
that led to the prediction that livers grow when part of the tissueisremoved thisbookdoesnotattemptto solve these historical issues



itdoes instead cover in detail some of the major modem themes of research on liver regen eration injury and repair as indicated in dr n bucher s
chapter the modem phase ofexperimental studies on liver regeneration started in 1931 with the publication by higgins and anderson of a
method to perform a two thirds resection of the liver of a rat the technique described has 3 remarkable features 1 it is highly reproducible
resulting in the removal of 68 of the liver 2 it has minimal if any mortality and 3 it consists only of blood vessel ligation and does not
involve cutting through or wounding hepatic tissue

The German Historical School and European Economic Thought 2015-10-30

originally published in 1989 this book was the first comprehensive and analytical account of the italian small firm economy to appear in
english dealing principally with the area of central and north east italy where small business flourishes the book relates to the
concentration of such companies to the concept of industrial districts developed by alfred marshall and provides both a theoretical and
statistical basis for italy in the latter part of the twentieth century the success of italian manufacturing is explained in terms of political
and social factors as well as economic and technical ones and the working practices within the technology companies discussed

Risorgimento in Exile 2009-08-27

this book first published in 1986 collects together the papers presented at the fifth international congress on accounting in 1938 cutting
edge research at the time these analyses now form an integral part of the history of accounting

Foreign Direct Investments: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications 2020-02-07

pulished in 2000 a selection of contributions presented in 1998 at the conference of udine entitled the development of industrial districts in
italy the theoretical aim of the book is to explain the dynamic mechanism of the growth of italian industrial districts shifting attention from
marshallian industrial districts where focus is not just on the decentralization of production among small batch firms determinant factors
explaining growth seem related to the ways in which firms explore the markets learn tacit knowledge network with subcontractors and make
incremental innovations in substance the work offers a cognitive approach to the issue of industrial districts

Gender, Migration and Domestic Service 2017-03-02

this research carried out in original documents by the world bank which were intended exclusively for internal use and were made available
to scholars only a few years ago tackles the theme of the extraordinary intervention in southern italy from an international perspective
the book provides an updated view of the issues concerning the regions of southern italy as well as the solutions proposed for the southern
question during the years of the post war reconstruction of italy creating the only period of convergence considering the whole of the
history of united italy between southern and northern italy and between the entire country and the most advanced western economies during
the golden age the volume enhances our understanding of such a decisive development phase especially within the framework of both italian
and international economic history following the peacetime rebuilding of italy and before the crisis of the 1970s while providing very useful
elements in order to analyse the current events of both the mezzogiorno and all of italy

Liver Growth and Repair 1997-12-31

bringing his book up to date with reflections since its first publication a decade ago charles s maier writes that the historians controversy
gave germany a chance to air the issues immediately before unification and in effect the controversy substituted for the constitutional
debate that a united germany never got around to holding the premises of national community whether formulated in terms of legal culture
inherited collective responsibilities or patriotic habits of the heart had already been subjects for vigorous discussion

Small Firms and Industrial Districts in Italy 2016-07-22

war and economic power have been interwoven in the thought of scholars since the beginnings of economic science and views on the role of
war in the economy have shifted dramatically as the world order has changed the centenary of world war i has offered the opportunity for
increased reflection on this topic particularly as the war itself stimulated new directions for both research and the development of theory
economists and war brings together expert contributors who are united in their commitment to exploring this classic subject from innovative
and heterodox points of view the chapters presented in the book delve into a wide range of perspectives from japan in the second world war
and italy in the first the debate on state intervention among german speaking authors to the debate on the economic bases of perpetual peace
and from keynes who wrote on the irrationality of war to sismondi who saw war as an opportunity for economic development and not only
for nation states this volume is essential reading for scholars of the history of economic thought international political economy and
intellectual history it is also of great interest to those studying military and naval history

The Fifth International Congress on Accounting, 1938 2020-09-04

this book argues that capitalism cannot be said to be truly democratic and that a system of producer cooperatives or democratically
managed enterprises is needed to give rise to a new mode of production which is genuinely socialist and fully consistent with the ultimate
rationale underlying marx s theoretical approach the proposition that firms should be run by the workers on their own was endorsed by john
dewey the greatest social thinker of the twentieth century but is also shared by marxists such as anton pannekoek karl korsch angelo
tasca antonio gramsci and richard wolff this book explores the history of this argument taking in concepts from economic and political
thought including historical materialism cooperation utopianism and economic democracy the book will be of significant interest to scholars
and students of political economy marxism socialism history of economic thought and political theory

Evolutionary Patterns of Local Industrial Systems 2018-08-20

nell era della globalizzazione totale � sempre pi� importante comprendere come le forze economiche di un paese si organizzino per fare dell
informazione uno strumento di sviluppo economico e di difesa dei suoi interessi vitali tanto pi� che la crisi in cui siamo entrati rischia di
accrescere ancora di pi� la lotta per l accesso ai mercati mondiali lo scontro a livello economico si � radicato con forza soprattutto
dopo la conclusione della guerra fredda e si presenta come un conflitto in crescita nel quale non solo gli attori coinvolti sono spesso tra
loro interdipendenti ma agiscono all interno di una rete globale che non ha dei riferimenti geografici o giuridici precisi e unici complicando
ancora di pi� la lettura del quadro d insieme per annientare il proprio nemico nella guerra economica qualunque mezzo � lecito dalle misure
protezionistiche fino allo spionaggio o alle attivit� di lobbying e non vi sono strutture che determinino limiti o stabiliscano un ordine in
particolare con l enorme diffusione dei mezzi di comunicazione la guerra economica si � avvalsa sempre pi� di un suo strumento efficace la
guerra dell informazione gli attori coinvolti siano essi stati o imprese usano questo strumento per aumentare il proprio raggio d azione a
livello planetario basti pensare alla possibilit� di comunicare in tempo reale da una parte all altra del mondo ma anche come mezzo
marcatamente offensivo manipolando a proprio vantaggio per esempio le informazioni destinate ai consumatori

The Cassa per il Mezzogiorno, the World Bank and the Model for Italian Economic



Development 2023-12-15

the year 1996 in italian politics was a year rich in novelty after the stalled transition of 1995 the political atmosphere had begun to
change most obvious was the end of dini s unelected government of technocrats supported by a heterogeneous group in parliament and its
replacement with romano prodi s government a coalition of the parties that had won the general election on april 21 1996 but an even more
important change and one more likely to be remembered was a new climate of dialogue amongst the main political forces that emerged from
this period of transition between two republics in 1996 despite the general elections cooperation again became part of the political game

The Unmasterable Past 2009-07-01

the mediterranean both a sea and a theatre has served throughout history as a fundamental crossroads for the political religious dynamics
and international tensions that characterize the various worlds east and west south and north that meet in this basin starting from these
premises the present work examines within a chronological span that goes from the conclusion of the second world war to the end of pius xii
s pontificate the contribution offered by the holy see and by catholics from different national contexts in deciphering the role of the
mediterranean sea within the wider global context as such it constitutes a reflection on this geographical space with its peculiar cultural
economic political and religious realities by highlighting the role played by the mediterranean in the elaboration of visions and projects of
civilization this work is the fruit of a wider research programme called occidentes horizons and projects of civilization in the church of pius
xii it brings together the work of seven historians from different european universities

Economists and War 2016-11-03

the importance of oil for national military industrial complexes appeared more clearly than ever in the cold war this volume argues that
the confidential acquisition of geoscientific knowledge was paramount for states not only to provide for their own energy needs but also
to buttress national economic and geostrategic interests and protect energy security by investigating the postwar rebuilding and expansion
of french and italian oil industries from the second half of the 1940s to the early 1960s this book shows how successive administrations
in those countries devised strategies of oil exploration and transport aiming at achieving a higher degree of energy autonomy and setting up
powerful oil agencies that could implement those strategies however both within and outside their national territories these two european
countries had to confront the new cold war balances and the interests of the two superpowers

The Political Economy of Cooperatives and Socialism 2019-10-10

agricultural economists in early twentieth century italy describes how italian agricultural economists collected information about the
economy of italy between the giolittian and the fascist era the book carefully describes three main forms of economic observation enquiries
statistics and farm surveys for each of these forms of observation the main participants to the investigation are discussed with their
respective agendas alongside the purposes of the investigation and its practical constraints this work introduces the concept of
stakeholder statistics and stresses the two way relation between the observer and the observed in the co production of observational
knowledge practices of observation developed together with agricultural economics as a discipline and a profession the study of forms of
investigation therefore shed light on the constitution of a coherent and self conscious group of agricultural economists in italy and the
scientific and methodological alliances they forged with agricultural economists elsewhere in europe thanks to ambitious research projects
ghino valenti in the giolittian period and arrigo serpieri after the first world war led the transformation of italian agricultural economists
from agents of estate owners to social and economic experts in the service of the italian state the group of agricultural economists who
gathered around serpieri played an important role in supplying the ideology of the agricultural elites with economic content especially after
the first world war along lines that resemble the development of agrarian ideologies in other countries of central europe this work
discusses how observation entered the political debate on agricultural policies of the fascist regime namely the so called ruralismo

Guerra economica e intelligence. Il contributo della riflessione strategica francese
2013-07-25

debating the problem of comparison in politics and culture this work takes up a variety of topics from nationalist violence and labour
strikes to ritual forms and religious practices the contributors criticise conventional forms of comparative method and introduce new
comparative strategies

Italian Politics 2018-02-05

italy is well known for its prominent economists as well as for the typical public profile they have constantly revealed but when facing an
illiberal and totalitarian regime how closely did italian economists collaborate with government in shaping its economic and political
institutions or work independently this edited book completes a gap in the history of italian economic thought by addressing in a
comprehensive way the crucial link between economics and the fascist regime covering the history of political economy in italy during the so
called ventennio 1922 1943 with an institutional perspective the approach is threefold analysis of the academic and extra academic scene
where economic science was elaborated and taught the connection between economics society and politics and the dissemination of scientific
debate special attention is given to the bias caused by the fascist regime to economic debate and careers this volume ii looks at the role that
economists played in society and in politics and how this was played in exploring the public side of the profession and the fascistisation of
institutions this book also examines academic epuration and emigration and the post ww2 purge of fascist economists volume i available
separately explores how the economics profession was managed under fascism the restructuring of higher education the restriction of
freedom in teaching and of the press and various fascist cultural and propaganda initiatives

The world in a sea 2024-02-26

the northern italian padanian identity fostered by the lega nord is rooted in the long standing tradition in political and scholarly discourse
of casting regional differences within italy in terms of a north south geographic divide trying to come to terms in the late 1980s and 1990s
with italy s real or presumed inadequacies such as inefficient government corruption and organized crime this imagined geography acquired
political centrality in that the north became associated with the virtues of modernity and the south with the vices of un modernity it was
not only politicians but also social scientists who fostered and perpetuated this conceptualization of the north south divide thus imposing
a normative hierarchy between the two parts of the country in response to this discourse many scholars both in italy and abroad have
started to question this perception of the south as a backward and implicitly inferior society starting from this critical tradition michel
huysseune provides a new systematic and interdisciplinary approach that re interprets the premises behind italy s imagined geography of
modernity he moves beyond an understanding of the south as a backward and implicitly inferior society and problematizes normative notions
of modernity thus offering a new perspective on the north south divide which has a significance well beyond the case of italy

Rivista di politica economica 1992

fiorenza belussi giorgio gottardi and enzo rullani this volume collects some papers presented at the vicenza conference the future of
districts held in june 1999 organised by the department of technology and management of industrial systems of the faculty of engineering of
padua university with the collaboration of several engineers industrial economists and experts in the issue of technology management this
was the starting point of a long lasting and painful coliective discussion the results of which are documented here during many meetings of



this itinerant group including the workshop in padua organised by professor luciano pilotti and held in may 2001 systems governance
knowledge within firm networks at the department of economics of the university of padua and the recent international research seminar held
in may 2002 in rome at the tagliacarne institute within the eu sponsored project industrial districts re location processes identifying
policies of eu enlargement west east id the reason we decided to organise this book was not only to underline the importance of the
industrial district id model as a tool of propulsive local growth in a country like italy on the contrary the idea that moved us was the
theoretical dissatisfaction with the way in which the phenomenon of local development and industrial clustering of specific industries was
treated in the international approach of the various disciplines

Oil Exploration, Diplomacy, and Security in the Early Cold War 2017-03-27

italy played a vital role in the cold war dynamics that shaped the middle east in the latter part of the 20th century it was a junior
partner in the strategic plans of nato and warmly appreciated by some arab countries for its regional approach but italian foreign policy
towards the middle east balanced between promoting dialogue stability and cooperation on one hand and colluding with global superpower
manoeuvres to exploit existing tensions and achieve local influence on the other italy and the middle east brings together a range of experts
on italian international relations to analyse for the first time in english the country s cold war relationship with the middle east chapters
covering a wide range of defining twentieth century events from the arab israeli conflict and the lebanese civil war to the iranian revolution
and the soviet invasion of afghanistan demonstrate the nuances of italian foreign policy in dealing with the complexity of middle eastern
relations the collection demonstrates the interaction of local and global issues in shaping italy s international relations with the middle
east making it essential reading to students of the cold war regional interactions and the international relations of italy and the middle
east

Observing Agriculture in Early Twentieth-Century Italy 2016-05-20

the global wine industry is a continually modifying market impacted by financing culture and politics economics governance and politics in
the wine market analyzes recent developments in european agriculture policies on wine legislation and market trend orientation between
political power and market structure

Critical Comparisons in Politics and Culture 1999-10-07

An Institutional History of Italian Economics in the Interwar Period — Volume II
2020-05-30

Modernity and Secession 2006-08-01

The Technological Evolution of Industrial Districts 2012-12-06

Italy and the Middle East 2020-12-10

Economics, Governance, and Politics in the Wine Market 2014-08-20
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